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COMPLETE, AUTOMATED, INDOOR, OUTDOOR

BATTING CAGES

The origins of hitting a ball with a bat is uncertain, but traces of a game played with a ball and bat date back to 
ancient Egypt. The game of baseball has only been around for more than a century and is still going strong. Today, 
baseball is growing faster than ever and played around the world. 

The advent of an automatic feeding system, more reliable pitching machines and a proven radius design (much 
like regular ball diamond) cage make it simple to build and operate.  ABC cages are the finest quality, lowest 
maintenance, easiest to service, most reliable and most profitable batting range system available.

In 1978, the owners of ABC developed the first automatic “retrieval/conveyor” system to lift and sort both baseballs 
and softballs from a sump area in the batting cage and to feed all machines within the batting range. This 
development revolutionized the industry. Combined with complete building plans developed by the manufacturer, 
designing and building batting cages became a much easier venture.

Today, we are still leading the way with computer-controlled indoor and outdoor batting cages. Our easy-to-
program system combined with solid-state electronics and robust mechanical parts make an easy-to-maintain 
system that can take the hits of heavy commercial use.

WHY ADD A BATTING CAGE?

AUTOMATIC | STAND ALONE



AUTOMATION
MADE EASY
The center of automated batting cages starts 
with the conveyor/feeding system. ABC’s 
automatic conveyor system is a high-capacity 
design that delivers baseballs and softballs 
to each pitching machine as needed.  This 
rapid ball recycling is critical for uninterrupted 
cage operation. Our high level of operational 
efficiency, non-jamming, and low-maintenance 
design makes ABC automatic conveyor/
feeding system unmatched in the batting cage 
industry. 

Features:
• High-capacity: will simultaneously feed up 

to 18 pitching machines. 
• Heavy-duty, belt-type conveyor 

automatically starts when a game is 
activated.

• Wide belt allows for 3 ball pickup per 
conveyor flight. 

• Superior baseball and softball sort 
function.

• Open aluminum troughs for easy 
maintenance.

• All-steel conveyor fabrication with weather-
resistant powder-coat finish.

A U T O M A T E D / A U T O M A T I C

Conveyor and
hopper are
activated when
a game is started

Integrated ball 
sorter distributes 
baseballs & softballs 
to the correct hopper

Ball hoppers feed 
up to 10 baseball 
machines and 8 
softball machines

B A T T I N G  C A G E S

Scan the code below to see a 
video of an indoor

batting cage.



B A T T I N G  C A G E S A U T O M A T E D / A U T O M A T I C

Pastime Pitching Machines
ABC commercial pitching machines have been proven to 
be the most durable, longest-lasting and most widely used 
pitching machines in the batting cage industry.  Our wheel-
style pitching machines have been pitching strikes for over 
39 years. We build three configurations; baseball, fast-pitch 
softball and slow-pitch softball (high arc).

Features: 
• Single, energy efficient 115 VAC, 3 phase TEFC A/C motor. 
• A/C variable-speed electronic controller with soft start. 
• Ball viewing chute allows for perfect batter timing 

between pitches. 
• Highly efficient belt drive design. 
• All-steel construction with weather–resistant powder coat 

finish.
• Solid urethane pitching wheels. 
• High/low and left/right handles allow for quick and simple 

pitch modifications.

                    Exclusive to ABC pitching machines.

Dual Pastime
Maximize your investment with greater throughput by 
installing a dual Pastime pitching machine in every stall.  Batters can chose between baseball or softball within the 
batting stall, ensuring every stall gets utilized all year long.  

Select-A-Pitch with Elevation Control
This customer-interactive option allows the batter to select one of three unique speeds that will match their skill 
level.  The batter can also adjust the pitch height before or during the session.  A lefty (left-handed batter) also 
has the ability to make on-the-fly height adjustments without crossing home plate. The ability to select the perfect 
pitch and make adjustments without moving to a 
different stall will increase utilization.  

How does it work? 
1. Insert coin or swipe card.
2. Select “baseball” or “softball”.
3. Select speed. (example: 40, 50, 60 mph)
4. If necessary, select height of pitch (height 

adjustment can be made anytime during the 
session).

5. Press “start” to start session. 

We have sold over 1,000 commercial batting 
cages throughout the world.  We manufacture 
dependable, low-maintenance pitching 
equipment for outdoor and indoor commercial 
facilities. 
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B A T T I N G  C A G E S A U T O M A T E D / A U T O M A T I C

Strength by design
ABC batting cage equipment is designed to 
meet the rigors of commercial use, day in 
and day out.
All equipment is heavy-gauge steel and 
powder-coated to resist the elements. 

Coin box
Batter selects
baseball or softball
from within cage.

Card reader
Optional card reader 
available.

Optional Select-
A-Pitch. 
Allows batters to adjust 
speed and pitch height 
from within the cage.Light box

Bright LED lights are 
easy to see.

Batting cage accessories
We carry everything for your batting cages: sign packages, helmets 
with face guards, bats, baseballs and softballs, netting, tokens, pole 
protector pads and much more.

ABC BC-2 Control Computer
Portable, and able to be connected at multiple 
locations for programming and troubleshooting, 
this device allows the operator complete remote 
operation of all cages from an office/booth. It 
also assists cash control by saving all batting 
cage activity to memory and allows team rentals 
to be activated from the office. It operates up to 
30 cages and 60 pitching machines.



B A T T I N G  C A G E S I N D I V I D U A L  H I T T I N G  S Y S T E M

Individual Hitting Systems

Not only does ABC manufacture complete 
indoor & outdoor automated batting cages 
machines, we also have IHS (Individual 
Hitting Systems) for portability and smaller 
areas.

The IHS can house one or two ABC pitching 
machines, baseball, softball or both.
Do you have a building you lease? Or just 
don’t want the extra expense of sloping 
floors, etc? The IHS might be the system for 
you.

Great for team training and smaller venues.

IHS can be activated via coin box or 
manually at the light box. It features the 
same robust design as our standard 
equipment.
Can be used singularly or line up as many 
as you need.

Ball hopper holds up 
to 300 softballs or 
400 baseballs

Baseball machine

Additional hopper for 
dual IHS configurations, 
holds 200 baseballs

Softball machine

DUAL IHS SHOWN CONFIGURED WITH 

ONE BASEBALL AND ONE SLOW PITCH 



IN-HOUSE CAD DESIGN
One of the strongest attractions for a family 
entertainment center is its go kart track. There are a 
variety of concession go kart track concepts that serve 
specific needs for individual track facilities. They vary in 
size, concept and target markets. For larger facilities, a 
combination of track types can result in higher annual 
revenues and help generate more repeat visits.

Our in-house designer can help you get the most out of your 
go kart track, batting cage, and bumper boat pond design. 
We provide conceptual drawings which your local engineer 
can use to finalize the design.

www.funpartsxpress.com

PARTS AND 
ACCESSORIES
When J&J Amusements started, they quickly realized that to make and maintain the best go karts and bumper boats 
in the industry, you had to have the best bumper boat and go kart parts in the industry. They started sourcing the 
best parts they could find, even creating their own when nothing less than the best would do, and thus, Fun Parts 
Xpress was born! We carry the largest selection of in-stock parts of any commercial go kart, bumper boat , and 
batting cage manufacturer anywhere; even if your equipment wasn’t manufactured by J&J, chances are, we’ve got 
what you need! 

With friendly customer service, the most competitive prices and the highest-quality parts available, make Fun Parts 
Xpress your one-call solution for all of your bumper boat, batting cage, and go kart parts and equipment maintenance 
needs.

We carry Honda, OEM and replacement parts for almost every kart and boat in the industry, both foreign and 
domestic.  Our goal is to keep your entertainment center, theme park, or family fun center running at its very best.  We 
are always striving for excellence, and stand by our parts, service and equipment.  Give us a call and let us show you 
why we are the leading supplier and manufacturer in the industry.



DAN HANSEN
Sales Manager
dan@jjamusements.com

KEVIN DERRICKSON
Sales
kderrickson@jjamusements.com
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USA AND CANADA:

phone:  1-800-854-3140
fax:   1-800-366-7505

INTERNATIONAL

phone:  1-503-304-8899
fax:   1-503-304-1899

HEADQUARTERS:

4897 Indian School Road NE, Suite 150
Salem, OR 97305-1126 USA

BIGFOOT TIRE DISTRIBUTION:

East Coast
Atlanta, Georgia

 

INTERNATIONAL

M E M B E R

WWW.JJAMUSEMENTS.COM
www.funpartsxpress.com | www.battingcages.com


